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at $39, the phone kit is the best value with a phone holder, cell phone case, and a mobile charger. it is also good to know that the
phone kit could be used to charge your apple watch as long as you attach the magnetic charging pad for $14 at the bottom of the

mat to act as a wrist rest. and if you already use an apple watch for fitness and the phone holder for communication, you may
also want to add a slim charger for the watch instead of the included bulky one. this will be a great addition for those that prefer a

slim watch, but it also gives you more options for how you charge your watch and carry your phone. in addition to the phone
charger and phone holder, the smart kit ($128) comes with $30 of advanced electronic stuff, which we will look at in a later video.

the tools include a 9.5 watt led light with 2 memory settings, a smart switch with two settings, an alarm clock, a thermometer
with a smart accessory, an inductive charging plate, and a combination ratchet driver/safety seat belt. while i don't use any of

this stuff on a daily basis, it could be the start of the most useful pendant for your home. and of course, you get the entire phone
kit, apple watch, and magnetic charging pad ($39). the smartest home gadget you can get is also the ugliest - a smart

thermostat. the thermostat ($89) is on the small side, but it does what it is supposed to do, and it works flawlessly. a large display
indicates the current temperature in the room with a slightly dated touch interface. to cool or heat the room, press the number of
degrees you want to change to set the desired temperature. for example, pressing the number 45 would set the temperature to
45 degrees. pressing the number 35 would reduce the temperature. to fine-tune the desired temperature, press the up or down

arrow keys. pressing the number 5 would turn up the thermostat to 54 degrees. when you are done adjusting it, press the ok
button to change it. and if you lose internet, just press a button to be connected again.
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we live in a world where our electronics constantly need servicing, and the new huawei watch 2 is no exception. the huawei watch
2 ($139) is the most stylish smartwatch available today, a standalone android wear 2 watch that fits easily on your wrist. the
watch also is the first to feature an all-new text reading mode, which allows you to convert your emails, sms messages, and

calendar appointments into text format so you can read them on your watch. the watch is available in black, white, and silver. if
you're on a budget, you can get the huawei watch 2 for $179, which includes a free micro-fiber cloth. the screen on the huawei
watch 2 is bright and easy to see, and the built-in heart rate monitor enables us to monitor our fitness and eat better. the watch

has a crisp interface for navigation and takes advantage of the small display by showing multiple horizontal swipes to select
options. it seems like the manufacturers have always made their living from intelligent office equipment such as printers, laptops
or projectors. thus a huge range of available features. the ambient light sensors, for example, help you to adjust the brightness of
an office projector to the brightness of the room. for some time it is now also networked and media devices and digital assistants

have been on the radar. it is also possible that there is a real chance of ai assistants, such as amazon alexa or apple siri are to
become standard equipment and with it the need for a meaningful interface. one of the many projects i am currently working on
is a 3d reconstruction project. ever since i got access to my old vps two years ago, i have been thinking of developing a software
for the purposes of 3d reconstruction. the idea has always been that i want to be able to reconstruct a person, a person in his or

her natural setting, in 3d and record it. i know that there are a number of different software, such as tin/tet/voxel, inventor, digital
human modeling are available, i have never tried any of them. i think that today i have a plausible chance to develop something
like that for myself, as i can just start from the beginning. the interesting thing is that i have no real programmer or 3d graphics

skills to work with, only the knowledge gained by the years as a technician and office equipment manufacturer. 5ec8ef588b
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